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Book reviews

Electrophysiology of Isolated Mammalian
CNS Preparations. Edited by GA Kerkut
and HV Wheal. (Pp 402; £27.80, $67.00.)
London; Academic Press Inc Ltd, 1981.

This is a multi-author text, but the
authors are distinguished and well-
chosen, and there is not a dud chapter
in the book. The authorship is inter-
national but the English is excellent.
There are many figures; the book is
good-looking with an acceptable number
of printing errors.
One of the editors supplies an intro-

ductory chapter reviewing the historical
development of the techniques of pre-
paration and neurophysiological and
neuropharmacological study of brain
slices in vitro, followed by a synopsis of
the other chapters. In the other chapters
are described results using the hippo-
campal slice, olfactory cortex slice,
dentate gyrus slice, lateral geniculate
slice, diencephalic interpeduncular nucleus
slice, striatal and limbic slices and the
hemisected cord, all in various rodents;
and the perfused cord and perfused
brainstem in the rat and kitten. Each
author gives a full description of his
method and several discuss the advantages
and disadvantages of in vitro slice pre-
parations of central nervous tissue. The
useful preparations usually comprise
an input pathway (which can be stimulated
electrically), a synapse type (which can
be studied with extracellular or intra-
cellular recording and manipulated
electrically, pharmacologically, ion-
tophoretically or by a change in the
composition of the bathing solution),
perhaps some intrinsic circuitry such as a
recurrent pathway, and perhaps an out-
put pathway that can be recorded.
The advantages of in vitro preparations

of this kind over in vivo preparations
clearly include the rapid setting up and
stabilisation of the preparation and its
improved standardisation, the elimination
of anaesthetic agents and brain pulsation,
the improved electrode placing allowed
direct visualisation of the tissue, and the
direct access to ionic and pharmacological
manipulation of the extracellular space.
The simplification of the system under
study may be advantageous or dis-
advantageous. Other obvious disad-
vantages include the separation of the
{issue from its normal inputs and outputs,

tissue damage during slicing
to a state of "neural shock"
minutes to an hour) and the
of the preparation (up to 2
more). The CNS slice prepara
slow start in popularity despite
pioneering work, has now cle
wide acceptance, within its
and will continue to become
popular among neurophysio
(perhaps particularly) neurop
gists, who should all read this
fully, and think whether the tei
solve their problems related ti
isation, anaesthesia and so
preparation, the availability of
from one brain, elimination of
and technical simplification in
also make the method potenti
arly suitable for use in schools
and physiology, and teach
consider whether much stude
work might with advantage be
brain slices.

Neurological Complications
Haematology. By GAB Dz
FE Preston and WR Timperle
£18 50.) Oxford: Blackwell
Publication, 1980.

Many disorders of blood affect
system producing a wide rang
festations. Some of these diso
as B12 deficiency, are well recc
nowadays rarely seen in unc
forms. Other disorders are less X
frequently unrecognised and r

as hyperviscosity syndromes
logical disorders complicating
and coagulopathies have only
recently been described.

This book describes the effec
haematological disorders on t
system. Chapters review the n
complications of anaemia,
myelomatosis, lymphomas,
liferative disorders, haemorr
orders, thrombo-embolic disc
seminated intravascular coagu
porphyria. Each section sumr
pathophysiology and gener
features of the haematologic
and outlines the neurological
tions. Where applicable, there
section on the complicatioi
therapy itself. Each chapter car
but comprehensive reference lii
most useful book. It is well X
well illustrated and is stronj

t1l75

'which leads
from a few
limited life

!4 hours or
Ltion, after a
*Mcllwain's
.arly gained
limitations,
increasingly
)logists and

mended as a reference for haematologists,
neurologists and general physicians.
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Clinical Psychology and Medicine: an
interdisciplinary approach. By Frank
James Vingoe. (Pp 361; £14.) Oxford
Medical Publications, 1981.

)harmacolo- In his introduction the author states that
book care- the book is primarily intended for medical
chnique can students and those preparing for higher
o standard- examinations in psychiatry. Some parts
on. Rapid of the book are likely to be quite ir-
many slices comprehensible to those who are not
anaesthesia already familiar with the psychological
recordings literature. There is considerable use of

ially peculi- jargon and critical issues are often
of medicine neglected and replaced by numerous
ers should references presented in an indigestable
nt practical form. A glossary is included in the back
done using of the book which merely serves to baffle

the reader further. The following may
D RUSHTrON serve as an example:

"Life review: An inner introspective-
like process in which the individual

in Clinical reminisces over his past life". p 418.
avies-Jones, The book leads the reader to expect
y. (Pp 236; that clinical psychologists are mainly

Scientific concerned with, and actively carrying
out research in, behaviour therapy.
There is an overemphasis on the treatment

the nervous of adult psychiatric patients which does
;e of mani- not do justice to the wide variety of
rders, such specialities present within clinical psy-
)gnised and chology. Current research is neglected
omplicated within such areas as primary care, child
well known, health and neuropsychology. The impor-
many, such tance of an assessment of the cognitive
and neuro- strengths and weaknesses of children
leukaemias and adults with special handicaps is
relatively undermined (for example, head injury

victims, the physically handicapped).
t of various It is likely that the medically trained
he nervous person will still be unclear about when it
eurological is appropriate to seek a psychologist's
leukaemia, help for his patients. The book doe5 not
myelopro- give a balanced view of the profession of

rhagic dis- clinical psychology as a whole, and as such
)rders, dis- I would not recommend it as a general
.ilation and text. Those with a specific interest in the
marises the behaviour therapies may find it a useful
al clinical source of references.
al disorder DOREEN M BAXTER
complica-
is a useful
ns of the
rries a short
st. This is a
written and
gly recom-

Cerebral Metabolism and Neural Function.
Edited by Janet V Passonneau, Richard
A Hawkins, W David Lust, and Frank
A Welsh. (Pp 412; $68.50.) Baltimore:
Williams and Wilkins, 1980.
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